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ABSTRACT: Prediction of ice formation in clouds presents one of the grand challenges in the
atmospheric sciences. Immersion freezing initiated by ice-nucleating particles (INPs) is the dominant pathway of primary ice crystal formation in mixed-phase clouds, where supercooled water
droplets and ice crystals coexist, with important implications for the hydrological cycle and
climate. However, derivation of INP number concentrations from an ambient aerosol population
in cloud-resolving and climate models remains highly uncertain. We conducted an aerosol–ice
formation closure pilot study using a field-observational approach to evaluate the predictive
capability of immersion freezing INPs. The closure study relies on collocated measurements of
the ambient size-resolved and single-particle composition and INP number concentrations. The
acquired particle data serve as input in several immersion freezing parameterizations, which are
employed in cloud-resolving and climate models, for prediction of INP number concentrations.
We discuss in detail one closure case study in which a front passed through the measurement
site, resulting in a change of ambient particle and INP populations. We achieved closure in some
circumstances within uncertainties, but we emphasize the need for freezing parameterization of
potentially missing INP types and evaluation of the choice of parameterization to be employed.
Overall, this closure pilot study aims to assess the level of parameter details and measurement
strategies needed to achieve aerosol–ice formation closure. The closure approach is designed to
accurately guide immersion freezing schemes in models, and ultimately identify the leading causes
for climate model bias in INP predictions.
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A

ccurate prediction of ice crystal formation from aerosol particles acting as icenucleating particles (INPs) in cloud and climate models represents a grand challenge
(Boucher et al. 2013). This difficulty arises because there are several ice nucleation
pathways leading to primary ice crystal formation (Pruppacher and Klett 1997; Vali et al. 2015).
Also, aerosol particles exhibit a wide range of physicochemical particle properties such
as size, composition, and morphology, all of which impact the particle’s ice nucleation
activity (Cziczo et al. 2017; Hoose and Möhler 2012; Kanji et al. 2017; Knopf et al. 2018;
Murray et al. 2012). Although relatively weak supersaturations are required to activate a
majority of sufficiently large aerosol particles as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), only a
small fraction will be activated as INPs (DeMott et al. 2010; DeMott et al. 2011).
The last 20 years have seen a surge of laboratory, field, and instrument intercomparison
studies of ice nucleation, advancing the analytical techniques and the understanding of the
underlying processes that yield INPs (Burkert-Kohn et al. 2017; DeMott et al. 2015, 2017,
2011, 2018; Hiranuma et al. 2015, 2019; Kanji et al. 2017; Knopf et al. 2018). Ultimately, the
acquired ice nucleation data for various inorganic, organic, and biological INP types combined
with the knowledge of the ambient aerosol particle size distribution (PSD) and its composition should allow prediction of the INP number concentration for a given environmental
temperature and humidity. To robustly evaluate our predictive capability of ice formation by
immersion freezing in natural environments, we turned to a closure approach, which has
been widely used to similarly test models for aerosol optical properties and CCN activation
(e.g., Quinn and Coffman 1998; VanReken et al. 2003). Owing to the considerable challenge of
adequately characterizing an aerosol population sufficiently to predict the fraction acting as
INPs, we conducted a pilot study at the U.S. DOE Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)
user facility at Southern Great Plains (SGP) during October 2019 to test a field observational
approach for achieving aerosol–ice formation closure, termed Aerosol–Ice Formation Closure
Pilot Study (AEROICESTUDY). For this pilot study, we focus solely on immersion freezing at
water saturation, which is thought to be the dominant primary ice formation process in mixedphase clouds (Ansmann et al. 2009; de Boer et al. 2011; Westbrook and Illingworth 2013),
and can also play a role in cirrus cloud formation (Haag et al. 2003; Heymsfield et al. 1998;
Seifert et al. 2004). In climate models, changes in extratropical cloud phase (more liquid
versus ice) have been tied to higher equilibrium climate sensitivity (Tan et al. 2016;
Zelinka et al. 2020), and process studies show how the liquid phase is modulated by ice
formation under typical mixed-phase conditions (e.g., Ovchinnikov et al. 2014), motivating
assessment of immersion INP schemes.
The main objective and research questions which guided the design of this closure study
are summarized in Table 1. The overall objective of AEROICESTUDY is to evaluate the
necessary observations required to achieve closure, and thus robustly assess immersion
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freezing parameterizations that are best
suited for implementation in cloud and
climate models. Figure 1 exemplifies the
challenges climate models face in representing INP number concentrations
(Fig. ES1 in the online supplemental
material displays the closure case study
on 15 October; https://doi.org/10.1175
/BAMS-D-20-0151.2). The Community
Atmospheric Model, version 6 (CAM6;
supplemental material), reproduces the
meteorological conditions well at the
location of the field campaign when
nudged toward the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications, version 2 (MERRA-2), meteorology reanalysis (Gelaro et al. 2017).
However, mass concentrations of PM2.5
and fine mineral dust (both for particulate matter < 2.5 μm in diameter)
are underestimated compared to longterm observations from a nearby Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual
Environments (IMPROVE) site. Last, the
predicted INP number concentrations at
−20°C and their temporal trends over the
campaign period, using two different
immersion freezing parameterizations,
do not follow the observed INP number
concentrations during AEROICESTUDY,
emphasizing the importance of an
improved representation of INPs. Our
closure exercise, below, indicates that
the underestimation of the fine mineral
Table 1. Objective and research questions that guided
the Aerosol–Ice Formation Closure Pilot Study.
Overall objective

Identify ice nucleation parameterizations
that produce the most robust predictions
of INP number concentrations and thus
are best suited to be included in cloud
and climate models.

Research question 1

What are the crucial aerosol physicochemical property measurements needed
to accurately guide ice nucleation representations in models and long-term INP
measurements?

Research question 2

What level of parameter details needs
to be known to achieve aerosol–INP
closure?

Research question 3

What are the leading causes for climate
model bias in INP predictions?
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Fig. 1. Time series of Community Atmospheric Model,
version 6 (CAM6), simulated (orange) and measured (blue) (a)
wind speed, (b) wind direction, (c) temperature, (d) particulate
matter with a diameter smaller than 2.5 μm (PM2.5, thick lines)
and dust load (thin lines), and (e) ice-nucleating particles (INPs)
at −20°C during the entire field campaign. Meteorology data
in (a)–(c) were obtained from DOE ARM SGP E13 station. Blue
lines in (d) are the median value of Interagency Monitoring
of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) observation in
October from 2002 to 2009 at Cherokee Nation, Oklahoma
(CHER1). The thick orange line in (e) represents the parameterization by Niemand et al. (2012), and the thin orange line
represents the parameterization by DeMott et al. (2015). Blue
triangles and pluses are INP measurements by Continuous
Flow Diffusion Chamber (CFDC) and Portable Ice Nucleation
Experiment (PINE-c), respectively.
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dust concentrations is at least one reason
for model underestimation of INP number
concentrations. Here, we demonstrate the
closure concept via an initial investigation
of data collected on one day out of the full
campaign period. While time series of a
subset of the collected data streams are
presented for the entire campaign, we focus
on the initial analysis of a single day to
demonstrate the principles of an aerosol–ice
formation closure study. This is because
automated but also manual analyses of
large single particle datasets are needed for
drawing statistically robust conclusions as
well as investigating short-term variability.
Nevertheless, data and physical samples remain for substantive analysis in the future.
For this case study we apply the INP
parameterization by DeMott et al. (2010,
2015), the ice nucleation active sites (INAS)
approach (Connolly et al. 2009; DeMott 1990)
both based on the singular hypothesis, and
the water activity-based immersion freezing
model (ABIFM) (Alpert and Knopf 2016;
Knopf and Alpert 2013) based on classical nucleation theory (CNT) accounting for
time and stochasticity of nucleation. Each
of these parameterizations requires differFig. 2. Schematic showing the conceptual approach of the
ent information about the aerosol particle
aerosol–ice formation closure pilot study.
population as inputs, which is discussed in
detail below. Hence, for this closure exercise, adequate characterization of the aerosol population is as critical as the measurement
of INP number concentrations. Since immersion freezing scales with INP surface area (e.g.,
Beydoun et al. 2016; Kanji et al. 2008; Knopf et al. 2018), this study includes the characterization of the supermicron-sized aerosol population, which can at times dominate total
aerosol surface area.
Closure concept. Figure 2 displays the concept of AEROICESTUDY: we measure all model
inputs as well as predicted outputs, and then evaluate whether the model can predict the
measured outputs when measurement uncertainties are accounted for. To achieve this, the
aerosol population is concurrently sampled by online and offline physical, chemical, and INP
instrumentation (Table A1 in the appendix). The measured particle properties are merged
(i.e., with respect to size and composition) to serve as representative input for the applied
immersion freezing parameterizations. The predicted INP number concentrations are then
compared to measured INP number concentrations after accounting for particle transmission
losses in instrumentation inlets and uncertainties in measurements and parameterization. An
agreement between measured and predicted INP number concentrations within determined
uncertainties indicates successful closure. Owing to the relatively demanding nature of the
input data required, conducting the pilot study at a ground site offers the benefits of relatively
elevated INP concentrations (thereby improving signal to noise) and relatively less expensive
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operations (allowing many hours of deployment). Results of ongoing analyses will help clarify
the feasibility for aircraft deployment (e.g., sampling time and detection limit requirements
across the instrument array).
Sampling site and methods
Most online and offline instrumentation was located in the Guest Instrument Facility (GIF)
at SGP, in Oklahoma, in a rural setting, dominated by agricultural activities including cattle
pasture and wheat fields. Particles were sampled from the base of a custom-built high-volume
sampling stack, 6 in. in diameter and reaching about 1.5 m above the GIF roof line (Fig. 3).
Blowers at the end of the stack produced a downward airflow of about 1 m s−1. The instrumentation sampled from the center of the stack, with respective isokinetic sampling tubes
and varied pumping speeds (Table A1), resulted in a range of slightly sub- to superisokinetic
sampling. Size-resolved particle transmission losses in sampling tubes routed to the instrument inlets were estimated using a particle loss calculator (von der Weiden et al. 2009). Some
additional offline measurements were made, positioned close to the stack intake (Fig. 3). An
aerosol concentrator (supplemental material) was also placed on the platform, using a smaller
line into the GIF, with minimal bends, to feed two online instruments.

Fig. 3. The AEROICESTUDY was conducted at the U.S. DOE Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) user facility at
the Southern Great Plains (SGP; 36.605438°N, 97.485788°W) Central Facility using the Guest Instrument Facility (GIF).
NOAA HYSPLIT 24-h backward trajectory calculations are given for the frontal passage event at (a) 0900, (b) 1200, (c)
1500, and (d) 1700 CDT 15 Oct for 0, 100, and 1,000 m above ground level (AGL). (e) A high-volume sampling stack was
mounted to the GIF observation platform which also housed Davis Rotating-drum Unit for Monitoring (DRUM), filter
collection, and auxiliary sampling inlets.
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Measurements
Table A1 provides an overview of the online and offline instrumentation employed in this
closure study, including brief information on the particle size range, sample amount, and
sampling frequency. The supplemental material gives a short description of each employed
instrument system and references. As outlined below, the various instrument sampling conditions must be accounted for in the quantitative closure.
For this closure exercise we concurrently measured particle properties and INP number
concentrations for defined time periods. This entailed a morning period, typically, from
about 0900 to 1200 LT and an afternoon period usually from 1300 to 1700 LT. However,
those time periods were adjusted accordingly to capture interesting events in aerosol PSD
or composition and meteorology. Some of the online instrumentation allowed for almost
continuous sampling over the entire campaign period. Aerosol PSDs were measured using
a scanning mobility particle sizer spectrometer (SMPS) and aerodynamic particle sizer
spectrometer (APS) from the stack. To merge SMPS data (electrical mobility diameter)
with APS data (aerodynamic diameter), we derived the size distribution correction factor
(Khlystov et al. 2004) using SMPS and APS data from the permanent instruments at ARM
SGP for the same time periods sampled nearby (supplemental material). This factor was
applied to the APS instrument operated by the AEROICESTUDY and resulted in a unified PSD
at time intervals of 4 min. A summary of the measured PSD is given in Fig. 4a, reflecting for
the most part typical continental PSDs. During the campaign, submicron particle numbers
were between 2,000 and 4,000 cm−3 with some days having greater particle concentrations
and daily variability. Supermicron particle numbers were typically between 2 and 5 cm−3
with 4 days having higher concentrations.
The focus of the online INP measurements was to probe immersion freezing at a temperature range between −20° and −30°C at saturated and supersaturated conditions.
Figure 4a depicts the INP number concentrations measured by the Portable Ice Nucleation
Experiment chamber (PINE-c) and the Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber (CFDC) for the
entire campaign period, demonstrating reliable instrumentation performances. Figure ES2
provides an enlarged view of Fig. 4a for the closure case study on 15 October. As outlined in the supplemental material, the instruments sample different upper size bounds
of the ambient particle population (5- and 2.5-μm aerodynamic diameter for PINE-c and
CFDC, respectively) and employ different approaches to induce immersion freezing (i.e.,
an expansion chamber versus a diffusion chamber). As such, the time resolution and
variation of probed freezing temperatures differ between the instruments. During the
campaign, the PINE-c operated continuously and the CFDC was operated only during
targeted closure exercise periods. Both instruments detected between 1 and 100 INP L−1
for freezing temperatures between −20° and −30°C with occasional instances where INP
number concentrations exceeded 100 L−1.
Figure 4a provides an indication of the role of supermicron-sized particles acting as INPs.
Over the campaign, several instances occurred when increased supermicron number concentrations correlated with increased INP number concentrations, e.g., during the afternoons on
15, 17, and 21 October. In contrast, supermicron-sized particle number concentrations were
lower on 11 October, and on the mornings of 14, 15, and 25 October, they correlated with
lower INP number concentrations. Figure 4b displays offline INP number concentration measurements for the closure case study on 15 October (see supplemental material for instrument
details). Three offline methods, the Ice Spectrometer (IS), Microfluidic Ice Nucleation Technique (MINT), and Multi Orifice Uniform Deposition Impaction–Droplet Freezing Technique
(MOUDI-DFT) provide INP number concentrations for the morning and afternoon periods from
aerosol substrate samples indicating about 1–1,000 INP L−1 in the temperature range from
−20 to −30°C. The Davis Rotating-drum Unit for Monitoring (DRUM) collected particles, in a
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size-segregated manner, for
24 h. DRUM coupled with
a Cold Plate (DRUM-CP) for
size-resolved bulk immersion freezing demonstrates
that INP number concentrations increase when applying samples that contain
larger particles where the
sample with the largest particles (5–12 μm) displays
from about 0.6 to >10 INP
L−1 for the temperature range
from −20° to −27°C.
Closure case study
We discuss the 15 October
closure case in more detail
as an example. This campaign date represents an
interesting scenario due
to the contrasting meteorological conditions and
aerosol populations during
the morning and afternoon,
before and after a frontal
passage. We perform closure calculations using
online INP instrumentation,
PINE-c and CFDC, for morning (0800–1030 LT) and
afternoon (1400–1800 LT)
hours.

Fig. 4. Overview of online measurements (a) for entire campaign period and
(b) for offline INP measurements for presented closure case on 15 Oct. Panel
(a) shows particle size distributions from combined measurements by scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) spectrometer and aerodynamic particle
sizer (APS) spectrometer and INP number concentrations with associated
freezing temperatures measured by PINE-c and CFDC. INP measurements
were done for specific daily time periods and defined temperatures for
closure exercises. Panel (b) shows INP number concentrations measured by
Ice Spectrometer (IS) for morning and afternoon, Microfluidic Ice Nucleation
Technique (MINT) and Multi Orifice Uniform Deposition Impaction Droplet
Freezing Technique (MOUDI-DFT) for the afternoon and DRUM for sizeresolved INP number concentrations for a 24-h period.

Meteorology. On 15 October
a cold front passed through
the region of the campaign
site. Figure 3 shows air parcel backward trajectories
calculated using the Hybrid
Single-Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory model
(HYSPLIT) (Stein et al. 2015)
indicating the change in wind direction from the south during the morning and shifting to
the north around noon. This was accompanied by a decrease in relative humidity (RH) and
increase of wind speed from morning to afternoon hours (Fig. ES3). Aerosol populations varied
across this transition, allowing evaluation of our predictive capability of immersion freezing.
Aerosol population characteristics. The mean PSDs show a clear distinction between
morning and afternoon (Fig. ES4). During the morning, submicron-sized particle number
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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concentrations were enhanced compared to the afternoon while during the drier and windier
afternoon, supermicron particle number concentrations were elevated. An overview of
the aerosol composition derived by online and offline instrumentation is given in Fig. 5.
Figures 5a and 5b summarize the online measurements made by the Laser Ablation Aerosol
Particle Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (LAAPTOF) and Soot-Particle Aerosol Mass
Spectrometer (SP-AMS), respectively. LAAPTOF, analyzing particles up to 3 μm in aerodynamic diameter, indicated that mixed, aged inorganic–organic carbon particles dominated
the ambient particle population in the morning with decreasing numbers toward afternoon
while mineral-organic particle numbers displayed an increasing trend. The SP-AMS showed
that, during the morning, the submicron aerosol population was dominated by aged/oxidized
organic particles with decreasing concentrations in the afternoon. Both online aerosol composition measurements suggest the presence of aerosol particles that were highly aged, secondary in nature, and mixed. Online measurement with the Wideband Integrated Bioaerosol
Sensor (WIBS) corroborate increases in total supermicron particle number concentrations and
indicate increases also in fluorescent biological aerosol particle (FBAP) number concentrations by about 3–4 times during the afternoon (Fig. ES5).
Particle-type composition and mixing state of individual particles collected by MOUDI on
substrates were also examined by chemical imaging methods, including computer-controlled
scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (CCSEM/EDX) and

Fig. 5. Ambient particle composition for frontal passage closure case study on 15 Oct determined by online and offline
instrumentation. (a),(b) Time evolution of particle mixing state and composition analysis by Laser Ablation Aerosol Particle
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (LAAPTOF) and of nonrefractory submicrometer aerosol composition derived by aerosol
mass spectrometer (SP-AMS), respectively. (c)–(h) Size-resolved [in area equivalent diameter (AED)] single-particle microspectroscopic analyses. Computer-controlled scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray analysis [CCSEM/EDX;
(c) and (d)] provide elemental particle composition where EC: elemental carbon; CO: carbon, oxygen; CNO: carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen; COS: carbon, oxygen, sulfate; CNOS: carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfate. Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy with
near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy [STXM/NEXAFS; (e)–(h)] providing organic volume fraction (OVF)
per particle [(e) and (f)] and particle mixing state [(g) and (h)] where IN: inorganic; EC: elemental carbon; OC: organic carbon.
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scanning transmission X-ray microscopy with near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
spectroscopy (STXM/NEXAFS). In addition, particle samples were used in offline immersion
freezing experiments by MOUDI-DFT. The samples applied for this closure case study are
described in Table ES1.
CCSEM/EDX was employed to determine the size-resolved particle-type distribution in the
ambient aerosol population using k-means cluster analysis (e.g., Knopf et al. 2014) displayed
in Figs. 5c and 5d (Figs. ES6a and ES6d show the fractional size-resolved particle-type distribution). This method allows the identification of major particle types within the population
with high significant representativeness due to the large number of particles being analyzed
(Thompson 1987; Wang et al. 2012a). The composition of the identified major particle types
is displayed in Fig. ES7. This analysis shows the dominance of carbonaceous organic (CO),
inorganic–organic (CNO, COS, CNOS), and soot [elemental carbon (EC)] particle types during
the morning (Fig. 5c). In contrast, in the afternoon, larger particles were present and the
fraction of mineral particle types (e.g., Ca, SiO2, and Al2Si3 dust) was greater. Figure ES8
illustrates typical electron microscopy (EM) images of particles collected during the morning
and afternoon corroborating the different nature of the major particle types. The CCSEM/EDX
derived characterization of the ambient particle populations serves to initiate the particle
population composition for the closure exercise.
We performed STXM/NEXAFS to infer the size-resolved particle mixing state of the
aerosol population (Figs. 5e–h) with the fractional distribution given in Figs. ES6b, ES6c,
ES6e, and ES6f. STXM/NEXAFS was performed at the carbon K-edge, thus allowing chemical speciation of the organic carbon (OC) particles (Hopkins et al. 2007; Knopf et al. 2014;
Moffet et al. 2010a,b). EC is identified by the carbon double bond and oxygenated OC by the
presence of carboxyl groups. Figures 5e and 5f display the organic volume fraction (OVF) for
the morning and afternoon particle population. The analysis demonstrates that all particles
in these two populations were associated with organics. The afternoon showed a larger number of particles dominated by organics, even at the largest examined sizes, and the presence,
albeit minor, of particles with OVF < 20% indicating the appearance of inorganic (IN) species,
likely of mineral dust. This is corroborated by the compositional maps shown in Fig. ES9.
The afternoon particle population can be clearly distinguished from the morning in having
larger organic-dominated particles. The corresponding population mixing state analysis
further supports this trend as shown in Figs. 5g and 5h. In the morning inorganic–organic
particles dominate the population (OCIN, OCECIN) whereas in the afternoon a greater number
of all particles and larger particles are pure organic and inorganic–organic in nature. Less
elemental carbon was also present.
Realizing the importance of supermicron particles for immersion freezing (Fig. 4), we
analyzed this larger particle-type class (up to 6 μm) by SEM/EDX. Since particle concentrations in this size range were low (Fig. 4 and Fig. ES4), particle loading on substrates
was also low, making it difficult to generate statistically significant particle population
information (compared to the case above). Thus, these analyses are limited to assisting
interpretation of our closure calculations below. Figures ES10a and ES10b show that the
supermicron particle types in the morning are mostly inorganic (nonmineral) and organic
with some mineral dust, whereas mineral dust and biological particle-type numbers were
greater in the afternoon. The latter result is consistent with the WIBS results. Figure ES10c
provides typical atomic composition and electron microscopy images of these identified
particle types.
Aerosol–INP closure calculations. The established physicochemical properties of the ambient aerosol population serve as input parameters to predict the INP number concentration by
immersion freezing for the selected time periods and conditions produced by the PINE-c and
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CFDC. The applied sampling inlets resulted in minor particle losses (see also supplemental
material). Thus, online instrumentation sampled the same PSD, except for the differences
in the upper size cutoff, and particle losses do not have a significant impact on the closure
calculations.
Particle composition. The CCSEM/EDX derived morning and afternoon representative particle
type populations (Fig. 5) were merged with the PSD to allow for the particle-type speciation
of aerosol entering the online INP instrumentation. The closure calculation accounts for
the different PSD sampled by the two INP instruments. We apply the derived particle-type
population for the entire morning and afternoon measurement period (Fig. 5). However, this
particle-type population had to be further simplified to allow application of commonly used
immersion freezing parameterizations and to assess the necessary level of detail for implementing INP prediction in cloud and climate models.
Immersion freezing parameterization. The INP parameterizations of DeMott et al. (2010,
2015) are designed to be applied to atmospheric particles in general and mineral dust
specifically, respectively, and require the number concentration for particles (total and
mineral dust only, respectively) larger than 0.5-μm diameter and freezing temperature
as input. The upper size limit of the data for derivation of the INP parameterization of
DeMott et al. (2010) was limited to ~1.6 μm. Hence application to larger-sized particles
may result in a prediction bias as discussed in DeMott et al. (2010). Similarly, the INP
parameterization by DeMott et al. (2015) is based on employed dust PSDs. Significant differences to those, that might be possible at this ground sampling site, may impact predictions of INP number concentrations. Application of INAS and ABIFM parameterizations
require, in addition, the INP type and its surface area (see also supplemental material).
The INAS reports the temperature-dependent freezing capability of an INP in terms of an
ice nucleation active site density, ns(T) (in m−2) (Connolly et al. 2009). ABIFM reports the
heterogeneous ice nucleation rate coefficient, Jhet(T), (in m−2 s−1) (Knopf and Alpert 2013).
Predicted INP number concentrations are then derived by multiplying INP-type surface area
with the corresponding ns(T) and Jhet(T) values, where in the latter case a nucleation time is
required. Since INAS and ABIFM immersion freezing parameterizations are not available
for each identified particle type, we grouped observed particle types into well-studied INP
types; this procedure constitutes another necessary simplification. In this first closure
attempt we applied three INP types: soot, organic, and mineral dust. This assumes that
these INP types represent particles at SGP adequately. For soot INPs we use the recently
published INAS parameterization by Schill et al. (2020), which is also used to derive an
ABIFM parameterization (supplemental material and Fig. ES13). However, it is not expected
that soot particles impact total INP number concentrations significantly in the immersion
freezing regime (Kanji et al. 2020; Schill et al. 2020).
For application in INAS and ABIFM we use the immersion freezing parameterization for
organics (represented by a humic acid compound) derived by China et al. (2017), Knopf and
Alpert (2013), and Rigg et al. (2013). We apply the INAS desert dust (DD) parameterization
by Niemand et al. (2012) and its ABIFM derivation (Alpert and Knopf 2016) representing
mineral dust. Each parameterization is associated with uncertainties and those are applied
as reported in the literature (view supplemental material and Table ES2). It is important to
note that uncertainty for each parameterization was not calculated the same way and may
differ based on what metric was used, e.g., data scatter, standard deviation, confidence and
prediction band intervals, or fiducial limits. Therefore, the uncertainties propagated to INP
number concentrations do not indicate whether or not one parameterization is more or less
certain than the other. Figure ES14 displays the applied size-resolved particle-type population
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to predict INP number concentrations for the morning and afternoon. The fraction of particles
containing EC were combined to represent soot particles, all particles containing organics
(including inorganic–organic particle types) were lumped together as organics (org), and all
identified mineral-type classes (Fig. ES7) were expressed as mineral DD (Figs. 5c and 5d).
The effective measurement size range for CCSEM/EDX is from approximately 350 nm to 3 μm.
Below 350 nm, we assumed a composition equal to the average composition between 350
and 500 nm (supplemental material). As such, the morning is dominated by organic and soot
particles whereas the afternoon is dominated by mineral dust and organic particles. Another
caveat, not treated in this first closure exercise, is related to the presence of inorganic and/or
organic coatings of soot and mineral dust and its unresolved (i.e., enhancing or diminishing)
impact on immersion freezing (Augustin-Bauditz et al. 2016; Kanji et al. 2019; Knopf et al.
2018; Möhler et al. 2008; O’Sullivan et al. 2016; Sullivan et al. 2010). Furthermore, we likely
overestimate the INP surface area of organic and organic-coated particles since some of these
organic compounds might deliquesce under immersion freezing conditions (Berkemeier et al.
2014; Charnawskas et al. 2017; Knopf et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2012b).
ABIFM requires an instrument characteristic nucleation time. For PINE-c, the INP number
concentrations were determined at the lowest reported 2°C temperature interval (reflecting
the ±1°C uncertainty). Typically, the total temperature decrease in individual expansions is
4.7° ± 2.1°C. Depending on the lowest temperature of the expansion the nucleation time varies
between about 13 and 48 s (supplemental material). For the CFDC, the residence times of the
aerosol particles in the chamber at supersaturation provides the nucleation time, which is
5 s (DeMott et al. 2015).
Closure calculations for PINE-c data. Figure 6 displays the closure calculations for PINE-cderived INP number concentrations. Uncertainty derivation of predicted INP number concentrations is outlined in the supplemental material and Table ES2. Observed INP number
concentrations ranged from around 1 L−1 at −20°C to 100 L−1 at −28°C. The parameterization
by DeMott et al. (2010) captures measured INP number concentrations within experimental
and model uncertainty, whereas DeMott et al. (2015) significantly underpredicts observed
INP number concentrations. This is expected since the DeMott et al. (2015) parameterization only considers mineral dust INPs, whereas the morning was dominated by soot and
organic particles. Assuming all particles larger than 0.5 μm are treated as mineral dust INPs
(DeMott et al. 2015), the predicted INP number concentrations were within the range of INP
number concentrations derived from DeMott et al. (2010) and in agreement with observations. This result could hint that some of the organic particles are soil organics which can
have similar ice nucleation activity as DD (Tobo et al. 2014).
For INAS application, we consider soot, organic, and DD as INP types. DD contributes significantly to the observed INP number concentrations during the morning (though not much
dust is present, Fig. ES14), while organic INPs generate INP number concentrations similar to
observed values, but only for the lowest temperature (−28°C). Only in a few instances soot INPs
contribute more than organic INPs but were still insufficient to reproduce observed INP number
concentrations. The overall predicted INP number concentrations via the INAS method (blue
line) underestimated INP number concentrations but captured most measurements within the
uncertainty. Assigning all particles as dust INPs greatly overpredicts INP number concentrations. Last, ABIFM shows overall similar INP number concentration trends as INAS and captured
most observations within uncertainties. Though organics and soot contribute relatively more
to INP number concentrations compared to INAS (recall that organics and soot dominate the
morning population). Only for the lowest examined temperature did the organic INPs produce
calculated INP number concentration in a similar range to the observations. Again, when all
particles are treated as dust INPs, INP number concentrations were overpredicted.
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Other potential INP types.
The underestimation of INP
number concentrations by
INAS and ABIFM could be
due to the lower ice nucleation
activity of the organic INP
parameterization applied. If
some of the organic particles
are secondary or aged in nature, e.g., secondary organic
aerosol (SOA), this would
impact predicted INP number
concentrations. SOA INPs are
little studied with varying immersion freezing ability depending strongly on composition and temperature (e.g.,
Knopf et al. 2018). Anthropogenic SOA from naphthalene
precursor gases might exhibit
slightly enhanced immersion freezing capabilities
compared to applied organic
INP (Wang and Knopf 2011;
Wang et al. 2012b), though
this requires further investigation. The detected inorganic–organic particles could
Fig. 6. INP number concentrations measured by PINE-c at different freezing
be carbonaceous and organotemperatures for closure case study on 15 Oct for morning and afternoon
sulfate and organonitrate
periods (large colored squares). Uncertainties in measured INP number
containing particles (Fig. 5)
concentrations are about ±20%. Solid lines, small circle symbols, and corand representative of biogenresponding shading represent predicted INP number concentrations. (top)
INP number concentrations predicted by DeMott et al. (2010, 2015) paramic SOA (Wolf et al. 2020).
eterizations as black and orange lines, respectively. The dotted orange line
Those particle types were not
represents the prediction by the DeMott et al. (2015) parameterization
included in the closure calcuassuming all particles larger than 0.5 μm are acting as mineral dust INPs.
lations and immersion freez(middle) INP number concentration predictions by the ice nucleation active
ing parameterizations are
sites model (INAS) applying parameterizations for organic (green), soot
not available. Organosulfate
(gray), and mineral dust (brown) INPs (see text for more details). Blue line
represents total INP number concentrations from all individual INP types.
particles have been shown to
Dotted brown line displays INP number concentrations when all particles
act as INPs, however, for loware assumed to be mineral dust particles. (bottom) INP number concentraer temperatures than those
tion predictions by the water activity–based immersion freezing model
probed in the current study
(ABIFM) where lines are the same as for the INAS case in middle panels.
(Wolf et al. 2020). The organic
INP shows similar immersion freezing activity as illite dust (China et al. 2017; Knopf and Alpert 2013) but lower than DD
(Niemand et al. 2012). However, soil-organic INPs can possess high freezing capability, similar
to DD, and if some of the organic particles would fall into this class, better agreement between
prediction and observation would be achieved. This is corroborated by offline IS measurements
(Fig. ES15), where chemical treatments indicate the presence of organic INPs active at −20°C and
lower, and these are not captured by the applied organic INP parameterization.
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For the afternoon, PINE-c observed INP number concentrations from 1 to 100 L−1, where
lower temperatures yielded higher INP number concentrations. During the afternoon higher
concentrations of mineral dust, organic, and biological particles were present compared to
the morning. The DeMott et al. (2010) parameterization underestimated most of the observed
INP number concentrations, capturing the observed INP number concentration only at the
highest temperatures. Application of the DeMott et al. (2015) parameterization, applicable to
mineral dust, yielded similar INP number concentrations as the DeMott et al. (2010) parameterization at lower temperatures, but at higher temperatures predicted lower INP number
concentrations than were observed. Assuming all particles are mineral dust increases, INP
number concentrations produced and the predicted trends are in agreement with observations
within uncertainties, but the predicted values still underestimate observed concentrations.
For the INAS case, DD completely dominates the overall INP number concentrations (the
blue line is on top of the brown line) and mostly captured the observations. It also follows
the trend of observed INP concentrations under changing freezing temperatures. Predicted
soot and organic INPs do not contribute significantly to total INP number concentrations.
The INAS DD parameterization represented and slightly overpredicted the INP number concentrations for most cases. It should be noted that the INAS DD parameterization does not
include the effects of inorganic and organic coatings of mineral dust particles (recall that no
purely inorganic particles were observed, Fig. 5) that might impact the freezing efficiencies.
Here, it was assumed that a potential coating material completely dissolves and presents a
negligible constituent in the surrounding water, thus, not causing a freezing point depression
(Knopf and Alpert 2013). However, it is known that amorphous OM may not readily dissolve over
experimental time scales and thus could impact the freezing efficiency (Berkemeier et al. 2014;
Charnawskas et al. 2017; Knopf et al. 2018). Furthermore, in light of the WIBS data indicating
higher FBAP concentrations, centered in the size range larger than single-particle analyses
could resolve compositions in a statistical manner (Fig. ES5), the closure calculation likely
misclassifies any biological INPs (not parameterized) as dust INPs. IS, MINT, MOUDI-DFT, and
DRUM-CP demonstrate INPs active at even higher temperatures than those targeted in this
closure case (Fig. 4b) and show that these were organic and biological in origin (Fig. ES15).
Looking at the DRUM-CP measurements (Fig. 4b), for the two largest cutoff sizes (2.6–5 and
5–12 μm) representing some of the largest particles sampled by PINE-c about 0.04–0.5 INP
L−1 at −20°C were detected, which would result in a significant contribution to overall INP
number concentration at those higher freezing temperatures and which is unaccounted for in
the closure calculations. For the INAS application (middle panel, afternoon), if all particles
are assumed to be dust INPs the predicted INP number concentrations are overpredicted but
much less so than for the morning case since the afternoon particle population contained a
significant amount of dust particles. Since INP number concentrations are close to or overpredicted by INAS DD, this would imply a negligible presence of soil-organic INPs, contrary to
offline observations. This raises questions about whether INAS can capture the observations
for this case. In short, we might overestimate the contribution of DD to observed INP number
concentrations but underestimate the contributions of soil organic and FBAP as INPs.
The ABIFM parameterization of DD captured the observed INP number concentrations
(the blue line is on top of the brown line); however, in contrast to the INAS case, INP number
concentrations were, for most observations, slightly underestimated. Organic and soot INPs
did not significantly contribute to the predicted INP number concentrations. Addition of biological INPs in number concentrations suggested by offline analysis (Fig. ES15) might bring
ABIFM INP number concentration predictions into closer agreement with observed INP number
concentrations. However, the nature of biological particles is not known, and an immersion
freezing parameterization for these particles is currently not available and will be investigated
in upcoming analyses. Assuming all particles act as dust INPs would bring some ABIFM INP
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number concentration predictions into better agreement with observed INP number concentrations. This would be in line with the role of soil organic INPs (in accord with offline measurements, Fig. ES15) that are not included in this closure calculation and also demonstrates the
sensitivity of INP number concentrations to different immersion freezing parameterizations
and assumption about size-resolved composition. In general, when missing INP types, applied
INP parameterizations should underestimate observed INP number concentrations.
Tables ES3 and ES4 provide the contribution of different INP sizes to the overall INP number
concentration as predicted by INAS and ABIFM parameterizations, respectively, for PINE-c
closure calculations. During morning INPs < 1 μm in size dominate, and during afternoon
INPs in sizes from 2.5 to 5 μm similarly contribute to or even dominate the total INP number
concentration. This analysis hints to the effect that the surface area of many small particles can
compete with the surface area of a few large particles to initiate freezing. This analysis emphasizes the importance of INP size when attempting closure as also evident from the offline INP
measurements shown in Fig. 4b.
Closure calculations for CFDC data. Figure 7 displays the closure calculations involving CFDC
observed INP number concentrations. For the morning CFDC detected about 1–10 INP L−1 at
−26°C whereas after 0900 LT
the INP number concentrations varied, potentially
r e l ate d to t h e v a r y i ng
w ind speeds (Fig. ES3).
For the morning period,
the DeMott et al. (2010)
parameterization captured
t he obser ved IN P nu mber concentrations well,
whereas after 0900 LT the
predicted INP number concentrations were in some
instances higher than measured INP number concentrations. In general, INAS
DD captured measured INP
number concentrations, although dust is not abundant
during the morning. ABIFM
underestimated INP number
concentrations and achieved
some agreement with observations after 0900 LT.
Contrary to INAS, all INP
types contributed similarly
where organic INPs dominate after 0900 LT, which
reflects the morning particle
population.
Fig. 7. INP number concentrations measured by CFDC for the closure case
I f s o m e s o i l- o r g a n i c
study on 15 Oct applying different freezing temperatures for morning and
INPs were not being repreafternoon periods (large colored squares). Solid lines, small symbols, and
sented by the organic INP
corresponding shading and panels are the same as given in Fig. 6.
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parameterization used, as discussed for the closure case in Fig. 6, this could explain the underestimation
of INP number concentrations by ABIFM.
During the afternoon, observed INP number concentrations ranged from about 0.5 to 20 L−1, where,
until 1530 LT, for freezing temperatures of −20°C numbers are about 0.6 L−1, except for a short period
around 1400 LT which coincided with an increase in wind speed (Fig. ES3). From 1530 LT, INP number
concentrations at −26°C increased to about 10 L−1. The DeMott et al. (2010) parameterization slightly over
and underestimated INP number concentrations for higher and lower freezing temperatures, respectively,
as in the case for PINE-c but yielded agreement within uncertainties of the CFDC measurement. For the
most part, the INAS parameterization, dominated by mineral dust INPs, captured the observations within
uncertainties with the trend
to overestimate INP number
concentrations. Since the CFDC
Atmospheric ice-nucleating particles
has a lower cutoff size comAtmospheric ice formation has long been a fascination of the fundamental
pared to PINE-c (2.5 versus
sciences, with profound implications for cloud properties and precipita5 μm), biological INPs might
tion. Around the beginning of the twentieth century, balloon measurements
not impact closure calculations
indicated the presence of ice crystals that must have formed at supercooled
temperatures higher than needed for the freezing of pure liquid water
as significantly as for PINE-c
droplets as determined by Fahrenheit in 1724. At the same time, it was
(assuming the biological partirecognized that airborne dust particles are involved in ice formation, implying
cles are in the larger size class).
that insoluble particles can initiate ice nucleation. Those early observations
If all particles are assumed to
revealed that only relatively few atmospheric dust particles act as INPs. Over
be dust INPs, similar to the
100 years later, we still face the conundrum of understanding which of the
atmospheric particles initiate ice crystal formation. This aerosol–ice formacase of the afternoon PINE-c
tion closure pilot study takes up the challenge of evaluating our predictive
measurements, INPs are furunderstanding of INPs in an air mass. We now know that ice forms via difther overpredicted, implying
ferent nucleation modes, each with its own dependencies on particle type
that either soil-organic INPs
and atmospheric temperature and supersaturation. The major modes include
immersion freezing where an INP is first immersed in a supercooled water
were not described correctly or
droplet, deposition nucleation where ice forms upon deposition from the
the parameterization failed to
supersaturated gas phase, and contact freezing where an INP collides with a
capture the particular INP-type
supercooled water droplet. In addition to these so-called primary ice formacontributions for this scenario.
tion processes, secondary ice production mechanisms, potentially involving
The ABIFM parameterization,
collisions of preexisting ice particles with other hydrometeors and ice fracturing, can lead to substantial additional ice crystal formation. Constraining the
dominated by dust INPs, as
primary ice nucleation mechanisms is crucial for prediction of atmospheric ice
in the case of INAS, generally
formation and, thus, climate and the hydrological cycle. Around the 1950s,
underpredicted observed INP
Fletcher developed a theory of heterogeneous ice nucleation describing the
number concentrations and
energy requirement and rate coefficients of the formation of a critical ice
in some instances achieved
germ on an insoluble substrate. Based on empirical results, he also derived an
approximation that the number of INPs depends exponentially on the degree
agreement within uncertainof supercooling. These two approaches still reverberate in today’s atmoties. Assuming all particles act
spheric ice nucleation community, where laboratory freezing data are either
as dust INPs, thus implying the
analyzed using theoretical models or with empirically based simplification.
presence of soil-organic INPs
Field and laboratory ice nucleation studies indicate that more and/or larger
that mimic those parameterparticles result in greater freezing rates. This is because a larger total particle
surface area translates to a greater chance of the presence of ice nucleating
ized by DD, ABIFM achieves
particle features. Thus, it is commonly assumed that INPs are larger in size
good agreement with obsercompared to cloud condensation nuclei. The last 20 years have seen an
vations. This contrasts with
outburst of ice nucleation studies, examining numerous particle types for
INAS, and emphasizes the imtheir abilities to serve as INPs, as well as new instrumentation development.
portance of potentially missing
That work now provides a basis for this aerosol–ice formation closure study
in which we evaluate our ability to predict the number concentration of those
INPs (Fig. ES15) and the choice
enigmatic INPs entirely from the physical and chemical characteristics of an
of parameterization. It is interambient particle population. By predicting ice formation from ambient aeroesting to note that none of the
sol, a key task in today’s most advanced Earth system models, this exercise
immersion freezing parameterprovides a pathway to improve their representation of ice crystal formation.
izations captured the change of
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INP number concentrations at 1430 LT. There was no difference in the observed PSDs during
this time period and as such we speculate that different types of INPs, not captured by the
closure calculation, entered the CFDC.
In summary, the morning INP number concentrations were best described by the
DeMott et al. (2010) parameterization that does not consider particle composition but is
derived from field measurements. Particle composition specific parameterizations slightly
underestimated morning INP number concentrations. This is likely due to missing INP types
associated with organic material (secondary or soil derived) or the inapplicability of published parameterizations for INPs at this site. In the afternoon, every INP parameterization
achieved some degree of closure for different reasons. In general, considering that offline
INP measurements indicate the presence of INPs not captured in applied parameterized INP
types, such as soil-organic and biological particles, one would expect an underestimation
of INP number concentrations. This behavior was captured by ABIFM, thereby, in instances
predicting too little INP number concentration. This clearly emphasizes that more efforts are
needed to resolve the underlying parameters that govern immersion freezing.
What has been learned from this first closure exercise?
Considering that we have so far only examined one day for this closure exercise, this first
investigation has already provided valuable insight about the best strategies for examining
immersion freezing from ambient particles and how to improve prediction of INP number
concentrations. However, it is too premature to make final conclusions about our predictive
capability for atmospheric immersion freezing. Keeping this in mind, we answer our research
objectives in Table 1 with the analyses done so far.
Overall objective. It is too early to determine the most “robust” immersion freezing
parameterization from one closure exercise. However, the results strongly suggest that if the
ambient aerosol population is well characterized in terms of size distribution and particle
types, INP number concentrations can be predicted from aerosol particle properties when
immersion freezing parameterizations are available. The ice nucleation community’s recent
efforts determining immersion freezing data in laboratory and field experiments made this
advancement possible.
For the morning of the 15 October case, composition-specific immersion freezing parameterizations did not satisfactorily yield observed INP number concentrations; however, a parameterization derived from field observations performed better. This suggests that we are missing
the immersion freezing ability of particle types such as mixed inorganic–organic particles
and soil organics. As soon as freezing data for those particle types are established, closure
can likely be more satisfactorily achieved for this specific case. For the afternoon, where the
identified particle types were much better represented by existing immersion freezing parameterizations, partial and full closure was achieved by INAS and ABIFM, considering the lack
of inclusion of soil-organic and biological INP types. Therefore, careful laboratory immersion
freezing experiments involving inorganic–organic, soil-organic, and biological particles (and
fragments thereof), are needed to improve closure for the discussed cases. However, field
studies are equally important to isolate INP types as demonstrated in this study where soilorganic and biological particles emerge as potential INPs not yet sufficiently characterized
and lacking in our closure calculations. Immersion freezing parameterizations derived from
laboratory and field measurements still exhibit uncertainties, though the last 10 years have
seen great improvement in the reproducibility of measured ice nucleation data. The reasons
for this are manifold as discussed in recent intercomparison studies (DeMott et al. 2018;
Hiranuma et al. 2015) and in analyses of the role of the uncertainties in particle surface area
and freezing statistics (Alpert and Knopf 2016; Hartmann et al. 2016; Knopf et al. 2020).
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Research question 1: The advancement of our predictive capability for atmospheric immersion freezing is greatly assisted by size-resolved aerosol composition analysis, including the
coarse mode and refractory particles, and accompanying INP measurements. This includes
improved speciation of the organic species (e.g., secondary, soil, biological macromolecules)
and mineral dust types and efficiency in the analysis of larger sized particles. This approach
will elucidate sources of bias in immersion freezing parameterizations.
Research question 2: This closure exercise suggests that surface area PSD and the sizeresolved major particle types are sufficient (depending on location, 1–3 particle types may
be enough) to achieve closure within measurement and parameterization uncertainties if
corresponding immersion freezing parameterizations are available.
Research question 3: Our analysis suggests that for any meaningful INP number concentration
predictions by models, the aerosol fields (PSD and composition) have to be sufficiently accurate to apply available immersion freezing parameterizations. The afternoon closure exercise
(Figs. 6 and 7) suggests that INP number concentrations predicted by the climate model using
INAS DD (Fig. 1) should have been in closer agreement with observations (even in the absence
of soil-organic and biological INPs) in contrast to climate model predictions. One reason for
this is likely the fact that mineral dust concentrations in the model are underestimated.
Overall, the advances in our understanding of immersion freezing garnered over the last
20 years are very promising to yield closure of atmospheric immersion freezing from ambient aerosol particles. However, when the aerosol population is physicochemically complex
and parameterizations for representative INP types are not yet available, we still struggle to
accurately predict INP number concentrations. With more laboratory and field measurements
that are accompanied by particle composition analysis, the necessary datasets to achieve
aerosol–ice formation closure for various locations will emerge, thus providing a robust
foundation for guiding the representation of INPs in cloud and climate models.
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Appendix: Instrumentation employed in aerosol–ice formation closure pilot study
This field campaign employed several online and offline instrumentation. Table A1 provides
an overview of the instrumentation, including brief information on the examined particle
size range, sample amount, and sampling frequency.
Table A1. Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) site and guest instrumentation, online and offline, for physicochemical
characterization of aerosol population and measurement of ice-nucleating particles. PSD refers to particle size distribution.
Investigator

Instruments/methods

Measurement

Particle size
range

Sampling
rate
0.1–0.3 LPM
(liters per minute)

Measurement
frequency

Online
ARM Site

Scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS)

PSD

~0.01–0.8-μm
diameter

ARM Site

Aerodynamic particle sizer (APS)

PSD

~0.5–20-μm
diameter

Colorado State
University (CSU)

Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber
(CFDC) with alternating ambient
concentrator

Immersion-mode INP
concentration at −15°
and −30°C

Up to ~2.5 μm,
50% cut point

1.5 LPM

Typically
integrated
3–5 min

CSU

Wideband Integrated Bioaerosol
Sensor (WIBS model 4A)

Fluorescence and PSD of
biological particles

~0.5–20 μm

0.3 LPM

Continuous

Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU)

SMPS

PSD

~0.01–0.8-μm
diameter

0.3 LPM

4 min

CMU

APS

PSD

~0.5–20-μm
diameter

CMU

Laser Ablation Aerosol Particle Time-ofFlight Mass Spectrometer (LAAPTOF)

Size-distributed single-particle
aerosol composition/type

0.2–3 μm

0.1 LPM

30 min

CMU

Soot-Particle Aerosol Mass
Spectrometer (SP-AMS)

Size-distributed single-particle
aerosol composition/type

0.05–0.8 μm

0.1 LPM

4 min

West Texas A&M
University (WTAMU)

Portable Ice Nucleation Experiment
chamber (PINE-c)

Immersion-mode INP
concentration at −15°
and −30°C

0.35–5 μm

2–5 LPM

5 min

Stony Brook
University/Purdue
University (SBU/PU)

Aerosol collection by multi orifice
uniform deposition impaction (MOUDI)

Size distributed aerosol
composition/type of aerosol

0.15–16 μm

30 LPM

1–4 h

SBU

Multi Orifice Uniform Deposition
Impaction Droplet Freezing Technique
(MOUDI-DFT)

INP concentration,
frozen fraction

0.15–16 μm

30 LPM

1–4 h

CSU

Davis Rotating-drum Unit for
Monitoring coupled with a Cold Plate
(DRUM-CP) for size-resolved bulk
immersion freezing

INP concentration,
frozen fraction

0.13–12 μm

26–30 LPM

24 h

CMU

Microfluidic Ice Nucleation Technique
(MINT)

INP concentration,
frozen fraction

All into filter

16–18 LPM

4+ h

CSU

Ice Spectrometer (IS) for bulk
immersion freezing with heat labile
and organic INP analyses

INP concentration,
frozen fraction

All into filter

16–18 LPM

1–4 h

5 LPM

5 LPM

5 min
1s

1s

Offline
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